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an approximate theoretical method is described in 
detail for the case of a uniformly perforated disk 
subjected to a constant radial displacement or 
radial stress at the inner radius.--·, The inclusion· 
of the perforations, in this case eccentrically 
located holes, creates a multiply-connected body;~ 
large stresses exist at the boundaries of the holes. 
A two-dimensional photoelastic investigation was 
employed to determine the applicability of the 
theoretical model. Fringe orders and the correspond-
ing stresses at two points on the eccentric hole 
-----boundaries -were evaluated: the -agreement with 
predicted results wa,s poor at the point of maximum 
'--· ---·--··------ -·---:------·---·---- .. ----- -..-.----•···-··"" ----·- --- -
stress near the inner radius of the disk; close agree-
ment was found at the point near the outer radius of 
the disk. The radius of the concentric center lineoof 
the holes was found to be an important parameter in 
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( bP, e) coordinate systems, respectively 
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I R T R O D U C T I O R 
Many rotating components, such as gears, pulleys 
.~•'.'<::.•;,~:,~.,·~,~e.«,~~.·~~~~~=~~'""'U.<•>•"'?~•;,1,c.·,,~,~, .. ·.·.·.~U!;.~in~ · .... c:i,!!~.~.-.,, ... ~.!.'., .... ~.!C:~-~.4 ... ,.~.!l, ...... ,. 'l;h!J·~- ~~'~1;!., .. PY ..... ~~.,n.§.,."•.cc•;,,,",,,,,,~;r~•~~·~~~~~"·mm~·~-~=-"··c="~~·C'•· 
of a press fit. For purposes of minimizing the weight 
- - --· ...... ·-··-·-.-··-----··----·---,------·-.-- .. ·-~------~- ,.. - ., 
and moment of inertia, these components have lightening 
holes located on some intermediate radius. The analysis 
of the press-fit induced stresses in such a configuration 
is difficult, since the body is multiply-connected. 
The purpose of this stud.y is to investigate the 
stresses in a uniformly perforated disk resulting from 
,· 
a press fit with the shaft being of the same material 
as the disk. 
In SectionIII, theoretical methods of stress 
· -· analysis for press-fit loadings are discussed. Methods 
for simpler geometries are reviewed, and an approach 
. . ...... -.-·-·-·----· ·····----~-----·----· --·-·- ····--'- - ------. ~ ··- ·-·-··· ,· .· .. , . . .· .. - .. - .. - -·-· -· . . . . --
used by H. Kraus for uniformly perforated bodies is 
considered in detail. The extended point-matching 
technique, devised by L. Hulbert for obtaining stress 
distributions in bodies which are multiply-connected, 
is also reviewed. 
. In Section III, the experimental investigation 
... 
has been presented. Six different configurations we·re 
...._,_ __ 
• 














analyzed using ,,two-dimensional photoelastic _techniques. 
Isochromatic fringe orders at known points of.maximum 
stress were determined by using Tardy's compensation 
method. 
----·-·--··--·--··-·--···---·"-.. -- .. ·-------·------------···-- -Section···- IV -contain·s a···· discussion ·and·· comp·ar1:s-on-----------------.-. ·--- · 
of the theoretical and experimental resy,lts. 
- -- ----·-··-- -- --- ·-··i·· -
! C 
In Section v, stress distribution plots for a 
variety of configurations are given, and photographs 
of the isochromatic fringe patterns for models under 
press-fit loadings are presented. 
\ .... 
- -·- - - ----· 
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II. THEORETICAL. ·METHODS 
A. Methods for Unperforated Disks 
stresses are normally calculated by considering the 
disk to be a thick-walled pressure vessel and Lames 
• 
equations are applied (1). These equations assume that 
the radial stress at the disk~shaft interface is constant 
along the shaft. However, in actual press-fit loadings, 
the radial stress increases near the ends of the disk 
since the shaft length is greater than the thickness 
of the disk. A.w. Rankin (2) considered such a case 
and determined that the average radial pressure is 
slightly higher than that calculated from Lames equations. 
This difference depends on the ratio of the disk thickness 
to the shaft diameter, becoming larger as the ratio is 
made smaller. At·points removed from the inner radius, 
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B. Kraus•s Method 
The case of a uniformly perforated disk loaded 
'--
at its inner radius by a constant pressqre or constant_ 
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J 
,I 
tions made in an elasticity problem apply: the material 
\. 
is considered to be homogeneous, isotropic, perfectly 
elastic and the stress do not exceed the elastic range. 
' • '~·••--~-' C ~-- ~.· "----------- _.,. ••-- • '"" ·•--•• '• 
- ----· ---
The cross section of the disk (Figure 1) is taken 
as a region in the complex plane given by 
with a center at /l = o • The disk has a ring of K 
equally spaced holes of radius DA whose centers are 
located at the points 
J 
' 
p =o, 11 --- (.,I-,) ( 2 ) 
,..,....-·•-··-·-•••·-·~..--··--·- • • • . , ·• • - • -·-
-•• • ..... ~,,_,,_... v ... ,..._.... ··--·· ··-·· • ·····- ,,. •-•. ~ •• •·· 
-·- ..• ,~--. ·--·· . ·-- - -- '"'· .. ····-··-·· 
. .. .. ----·· ----. . ·---·-·-·-~-----..----7- - -·--.....-: . ·-· ---- -·--·-..--------···-··--
.\ 
In addition, there is a polar coordinate system 
C hf; _e ) , having its origin at the center of the eccentric 
hole 1 corresponding to -,i, • O , andiis related to 2 
l The term "eccentric holes'' refers to thpse holes whose 
centers are located on some radius from the center of 
· the disk. The holes themselves are circular. 
/ 
- 6 -
: .. .-· 
---·-" -,- - --- ____________ _, ---· - - - - -·~--------- ----~--·---- -- ·--·- ---- --------- ·: -------- ._ .. ___________ ,_,,.,,. ---
,_ 
•, . - ........... ·---·· . --·--- ·-· ,. ,---·· - ..... ····· ..... . - ·--· ... ..,._.,_. -
... ~-,4~, .. .., .. .,.,, ·., .•. ;;. 11 ·•_, .. , ...... ·., ,, r··-·.,' 
by the equation 
,I 
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i!:\· v:" . - . - .. 
cf(JN 
aAI + ..L /i 
d IA.¢ . f-
d~ 
~-0¢ ==O (4) 
/lJ 




+- d 7A¢ 
cl/l.t 
.. . ..... .. --· _;_. _ __,,.:...,.~. _ .. ·. -- . :!:':"':.-·--·----~····----·-" 
=O 
• . 
Equations (4) and (5) will be identically satis-
fied with the introduction of the Airy stress function 
(fl defined by 
'· 
a;; - I cJ If' + I Jl tp (G) " 
ft d/l A,., d cp?.. 
where lfJ must be formulated so that it satisfies the 
·compatibility equation. 
(9) v 2 v"L lf' - 0 -
ReJiationships similiar to ( 6)' ( 7)' (8) are obtained 
. for the ( b~ e ) coordinate system by replacing /l. and . ¢ 





The stress function is obtained by constructing 
and superposing two particular stress functions l.JI. ¢ lr'--,z. , ---~-- ---------------
', ~I:. 
such that 
,,=.~, .. ,-·---··=-·~· .. ~·~--·~·-~•-"<'"'*"'""''~--~----\4d-. .:;;;.~~~~~~2:.--·--~-_(J.Q) .. ~ .. --~----·.....,..,,·~··-···· I 
. 
~--~---~~-----~~----~---·-----------------~--~--~--~-~·~--~-- ---·· ~~- . 
! These functions must independently satisfy the compati-
/ / 
' bility equation (9), the boundary conditions and must 
---,----- be ___ eve.n ___ functions ___ 0£_ the ... angle ¢ --- -an-d--periodic with ------·------· · 
the interval 2I. · This periodicity guarantees satis-
faction of the boundary conditions at all of the eccen-
tric holesiif the boundary conditions are satisfied at 
one of the holes. 
The stress function lf,, applies to an annular 




Bo A 2 + a ~/o + ~ .[( A.,,, /L 7. .. B,,·) lt-ffl..l-
/1'1= I --~·e,o.,, 0_., •-•••'•>~H,,-,.~c.= .. a••- --~,------·"-"-"""-""'"""' ,, H-••-, - , ........... -- ... -.~,_..,,, .. ••••~• ,•,~,-,.,,.,~ ....... ,,, ... _, ....... ,,,a ... -.~-••,•-~~---• 









The stress function lfz considers the effect of the 
eccentric perforations, and is based on a class of 









These harmonic functions have an n-th order pole 
"············"··~---~--··~·-·---at.,.each,,.of tAe points · 'r.ji and·· are ·regular e1sewhere:··-d--·----····' 
,_, -- ___ -·· .... _,_ -~-- ··---~---· ..... ··: ....... _ ... -~---·-••• ..... ·•·-=•-... ~--;.._-____ c:.;.:;r:.: .. .:..~. --- -- -. ··-==~====="·~~=-"-Only . tfie,- .. -t);,~- -term·s·· are . rtit::ained -since -- t:hey ,a.re. ·e;~11-------- -----
£ unctions of cf, and the \lr terms are odd functions 





The constant Ea is set equal to zero as E°oA2..involves 
/l 2 fe'3 /l, and would lead to multi-valued displacements. 
i 
r 
.. Now, the u/>'/ functions must be expressed in the I 
I ( /l) q> ) and ( b~ e ) coordinate systems. Due to the I 
singularities on the circle /l = h , the expansion of } 
lj 
iJ Wo into a power series is different depending on I 
~ ·-- .. -·· -.. ,.. -"·~- .-----·. --- -···. -. . - .. I 
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,~---,--···•-•-..--,-....-·-·--.... ----··-.......................... _._,.,,..._ .... , .... ..._ . .._,... __ ... _.._,..,.----~·· -· .. 
I, ... 
and for r < b .. -a.-C 
/»'/=O 
! wheJ:e ( . m ) J.s the binomial . eeef,f•ic·i:en•tc·•'r•aftd'''"'Van··i··s•he-s•"<•orcc>°'"•'>C"'>,~,;,,;"<"",:L·=-,,~,=-ii.ac,=,s3<,,<~==·•""~',c,CC•."•'>C y (·ecc·,cc,·:,··,·•"·'"'';"·""""',ro,,,_,=-,;,.=,.,,wco=->""'-"'=""';""'·· .. • .•. '.". '°'"'·'"'.,.,,.,,,.,.,ii'""'~·<"'·"'"'""'-• ., . "''""'-' ,,., . . ·"''""''· •,,.,.•a•.•• • . , .. •:,, ,, "'·'·""''' ,.,.•. . .. .•··· ...• ,. ·• ····-· ·• ... ··--···• .. · ... ,.... . .... 
I o 
· 
.. --!.- .... -·=---".------------- .• ------··:·~· 
. ... .. ... 
I 
Taking the real part of wn, we have for r > b 
··-tt;;-~--~~ f ~ ······;,,--{I /m;t, C(r..:U /»? ~ <j, 
"Loe> U=~ /1} . 
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, ' 
In the ( 6~ e > system, the ... u functions are obtain-n 
ed by expansion of W in powers of· ;:r and the application 0 
of (13), with the result that \ 
) 
(lo = -4~ f- Z {-,)_, ""Ao ,P-, C#<J//n78 ) (!'la) 
.I'm=/ 
-
Ll .. . .~ 
' /¥1 - ~ _ _, co-..v /»1 e + '2 (- ,) _, A"" ,P""' ~ /HI e ( 19 6) 
... 
__ ..., _______ - __ .,... .. _ ----..."-- ~~--- --· -- -~~~-. 
/"I =o 
... n:-·· ~~ 
l 
.,, 
-- -- ---- --- - - --- - - -
-
- -------- ~--. -- ---- - --- -- --- - -
----·---- - - --- - -
- 10 -
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' ' ,.,'. - __ ,, _______ _....,.,.,.--.c, .•.• 
,._ ......... ,, .. __ .... _. ____ , __ ,~ __ ,..,_,.........., .......... _ 
where (zoa.) 
--· _- ·- --- --:-.'., .... l,, -~· .. ,-.- ... " __ ·~· .. -·- ........ ___ :.-.:.!· ~7- .-: .··_:~.--.:..:·.-~~--~ 




/"7 . 2 (-1)t{; 
f: =o . 
Boundary conditions which allow either a radial 
stress or a radial displacement to be specified at the 
inner and outer edges of the disk are: 
at the inner edge ( /tJ - a; ) 
-
~ ~Gt. -f- EB Bet - P, (z;l) 
C 
at the outer edge ( /I.., 
-
G· ) 
0:. ~c -f. EA. .Be =· R. 
C 
( ·.2.2-·)·:,:· 
. . ·• '. ''. . 
at the eccentric holes ( /9 .= .. A ) 
I 
·. 
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~,--- ·· ... :~~ ...... _,_.,,, -- - •. 
Since radial displacements are to be calculated, 
they will be determined by: 






Integration with respect to /L yields: 
- I 
£. 
~ . ·. 
(~ - V <7;,) c(4, 





The boundary conditions at /'lJ = a:. and /l • c 
are applied to <f expressed in the ( ~;¢) coordinate 
system, whereas the boundary conditions applied at the. 
,;; 
:I 






-From ·-( 3) ··the · fo·11owing · transfor·mations can be 
i . 
·--·---·---·~---------- _____ ,_. ~-~- ------=--~ . . ----~ .. 
. /li/117'-z;;_;~;t, ~- ~--R;. {i ~-:1.)-- -~-~· -- ---- ............ -. . -"-~-··-"-'"-~-----------------
/71~ 
== D #I"'- 2 -~2···a· __ ,:·:: l,i_. !) 
·. of() 
== b-Al~ L {-t) /Y'1 ( /YJ~A',/-, l°hll CtKv/17/B {z;) 
/PJOO 
The coefficients of the stress functions must now 
be calculated in order to satisfy the prescribed.bound-





-·-~-·•·~• ,•+, n•·• •• "" ·• ~ ..l •-· • • ,,..,.~,.-
form of infinite series, the application of the boundary 
conditions will lead Ito an infinite set of equation~ in 
an infinite number of unknowns. 1---------~----·------ . --- ______ , ________ -- --·-------------·--- -- ----" .......... ······--······-····""···--·--··-----·----~--- ··-·· ··-· -·-··---- -------·· --- -·-···---- ............... __ ...  
~--·----~-~~--·-~--~~~~~~~--~~~-~-~~--~~~--~-~-~-~~~----
~---- - -- - - - - - -----· - . . . ' . . 
----------~--- - - - -
, 
some value of m and n, and a finite-difference method 
is employed~ to calculate the coefficients. 
. -
---------
... - : ~---·~ =:.::....:.. . - - . - .:.:.'! 
.- ;~--------". ----·--_ . _·-:···_._ --~-___ .--
. ., 
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c. Hulbert•s Method 
Another approximate method suitable for solving 
-- - - ·----------·--· 
.. , 
. · this boundary-value problem was used by L. E. Hulbert 
--~,,_,_,,.,..... .. -• ----.!---..... --.... ,-.. , ..... ,,-••••••h•>:,,.,,•••••• .. ••••,O••"""u•••••·•/-·•·· •••·•-··•--••·•••·-•·•·-••,.•••••-••·'••.,•,,,., --·· •• •••••••-""''''••~••••• •·•,•••••••••j•••••••-•-•••••••••-•-••••'"•••·•••••• , •. , •••·••••• ••oo••,••• ••••••• -··••· • -·••-• •--•• -•--•-' 4 • • ,.J,,. •• -••••• ••••-• -~••••••'•••••••-••••••-••••••--,-•-•••·•-·••••••·-·-·-------- ...._..___------······-·-· 
technique, it consists of using a truncated series 
·solution to satisfy the boundary conditions at a 
selected finite set of boundary points in the region~ 
Normally, these boundary points would have to be chosen 
very carefully since the values of the terms in the 
stress function and their derivatives will vary consid-
erably along the boundary. When the set .of boundary 
points to be satisfied is not chosen at or near the 
the solution will not satisfy the boundary conditions 
at points between those selected. This difficulty 
was overcome by writing many more boundary equations 
than there are coefficients in the stress function. 
• -~.,,.,.,~-,~ .. , .. -.. ~_. ......... ., .... , ....... , ... "!•=·----~--...-+- ,-.,...........,• -,,.,,~ ..... ,-,.,~~···''L, ,,.•• -·- '• •' • ,, ~ • > • 
.... 
~· 




The resulting set of _simultaneous equations is then 
satisfied in the "least-squares" sense. Using this 
method, known as the "extended point-matching.approach", 
Hulbert was able to determine the stress distributions 
for a wide variety of configurations. 
In Appendix A, a ~omparison of results is made·for 
a configuration capable of solution by both Hulbert•s 
·-·. : ,--- .. 
.. 
. . ..--·-··:·-· 
..... ., 
--~.··· :.:_:1, --·---~------~------------------·--- • --·-··----. ---~-
14 - .. 
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. ~· •··. _· .. -. ._, .. 
·\ j 
1 . , . 
Kraus•s method. The agreement is seen to be 
---- - - --- -- ----- -- -----
------- --------------------------------------------------· 
--··------~ .. ,.,· ..... 
.,._:,·-;.· ,- •. _., ··~•••·- .. ....,._.,•~-_.·...-i.--..... ·,-.,.:,.·,·.·,·u·•. ·.._·-·,."'"'•"•~•_,.... __ ,.,-_.,--·,,~,·-·'•O ·,,._.,~ - ~-·~·- • -~·,,· . .-..-:..,. .• ·_~..- ·.-, . 























III. E X P E R I M E N T A L METHODS 
A two-dimensional ·· photoel as tic investigation was 
- ----·- -----~ -
,.c,,-,,.,._,, •. , .. " .. ,·,·~,·fl,,.,~.,,~, • .., ... ,~,«.,,,u-~-"'7,.,=., . .-.~,.CQDQUS:te.d .to .. det.ermine. the appl_i_t;a.:t:>ility of the analysis 




of Kraus to the problem in question. Columbia resin 
-CR-39---was used- f-oL'-----a-11 .. --0-f-----·t-he- ---model--s--.--------·-·T-he-- ma-ter--i-a-1------~--
f r inge value (psi-in./fringe) of the CR-39 was deter-
mined by loading a 2.00" diameter circular disk in 
diametral compression. Fringe orders at the center of 
the disk were evaluated for several different loadings, 
and the corresponding stresses and fringe values were 
calculated by standard methods (6). This material 
calibration test was made for every sheet of CR-39 
----'·-~--used in the. inveStigcitlon, clrid ··a typiCa1·· ISOCh.iOIDa.-tict·=··. 
fringe pattern of the disk in diametral compression is 
given in Figure 15. 
· ·····•··••"•,r•,••,r"-~ · ....... .,,-·._..;••::,;,.-,.,.,....,,, "(-,,-.., .• c,.. .. ,., •··•·• - ..... ,>- .•.• .-., ...• For. the. perforated -disks,. t.he,, press--.fit loading ..... ~ ... 
was accomplished by forcing a slightly oversized circular 
plug in the center hole of the disk. The plug was also 
machined from CR-39, and had an overall length of 1.00". 
This length was four to five times greater than the 
thickness of the disk, in order to simulate the case~ 
.of a long shaft fitted into a thin disk. One end of 
the plug was tapered 2 degrees over a 5/16" distance 
in order to minimize abrasive effects during the l9ading. 
·~-- ~: . .. - ... ' ·<-.:...-~·-· . . .:.:.---
·• .. • r • ,. ' , ,-- . .:. __ .,._, ~- .......... ,. - - '" . -
. -.- - ·~----=c-;-------------- --- - ---- .. ---- . 
-----------· 
--------·------ -----~------------ .. --------- -
-----,-------- - .. 
• • - I 
- 16 -
.,., .. r,'.·-·-"····· ·'···',.".'"' ·.,.,.· ... --•., . .', _ _. .... , ... ~ ... :.'-.1'1.~:,,-·,-\,,t· .. :·,1:;.., .. , ~~ '':-~---,--··,; ..•. · •. ~ .• ,. ,,.::.,.) 
. , •.. , 
'"'~; 
' .. ·,~.~~·--·-··- • '. ._ ..... ---···__.._, __ , __ ._ •• ' ,:,,, • __ ,,, , .. ,~ ...... .....,,,-_~·--·-·~0,M~-~ <. 0.,->,_.,_. •• 
.. 
. "' . 
,, 
The loading technique was verified by ·first making 
calibration tests with similar plugs on disks with only 
a central hole. This would represent the case of a thick-
1- ' 
r,r.-~'"' ,~,,,,,~~'""~""'""~=-~"""=~~~,,:-"·-0~·~"""''··Wal·led cyi.'i._??~r. ··. :Loaded.··.·· by .. a.··.· nearl.y qo11s t.a_n:t:. .. . pr.e S.$~re .. :,-.. , ,-;""'·"··"""'""m .. , ..... :u~~-:C&~=·=~~--.,,,~·'"'=~~'"='-'~~.~ .. 
I 
I 
! at the inner radius. The fringe order locations were 
1 
----·-
---· determined by photographs of ·the loa.a·ed-aisks (Figures··· 
16 to 19); using the known model fringe coefficient, 
the experimental stresses were determined. By measuring 
the initial interference at the disk-shaft interface, 
the tangential and radial stresses were calculated from 
Lames equations·. The agreement between corresponding 
values varied from 3% to 8% for the three calibration 
tests. 
----~-----,-,,,..~---- ·-··-··--------·--·---·-··----- --~----------------------·-·---------~ - ... --------....... -.•••-~----.-~ ---- ' --- --- - - - - . ·- --·--·---·-----·--·-·--------·---~·---------.-.--. ·~·-·-~~......,.._ .. 
. 
In machining the CR-39 disks, minimization of thermal 
stresses was an important factor. The holes in the disk 
were formed in the following manner: A pilot hole was 
;- ,-. .,~r;,•,,• .: .. ,:._, ,>•,-,·:- •:,O -~• '.,,,., - ;, ·- • .-- ,,,_,. •• 
using a 1/16" drill bit. Successive drilling operations 
then enlarged the pilot hole in increments of 1/32" 
until a diameter of 3/8" was reached. All drilling 
was done under cold water to prevent heating of th~ mat-
erial near the hole. It was found that normal drilling 
ermal stresses, so the _________ : ___ · 
--
above method was devised to alleviate this problem. 
The hole was machined to the final dimension on a high-
speed router using a sharp carbide rotary .. file tool bit. 
--- ·-------··---
---· .. ·--- - ---· - ---· --
- 17 -· 
-- . ....:..... 
-·--- -- ---·- -·----··-- - --,- - -·· ------- -----------· 
.. '•" ' ' 
' ....... ~ '----.,----- ...... -~, '•. -~:. 
The outer radius of all the models was 2.00", 
while the inner radius was 0.50" (nominal}. The radius 
of the centers of the eccentrically located holes was 
I 
radii. Since knowledge of the interference at the 
~·-----~-·---·------·---.. -·--·-····-·····•-.··-·--· . . . . ... ·. . -. --. -- ~-. 
.,-
disk-shaft was important, the inner diameter of the 
disks was measured, before loading, on a Bausch 
microscope and the plug diameter was measured with a 
micrometer. The accuracy of these measurements was 
.0002". A DuPont dry silicon lubricant was sprayed 
· · onto the plug before it was pressed into the disk to 
obtain a smooth, gradual loading. 
Th-e--1-s-ochYoma-cic -rringe-···orcters-· at·-·two·-·poih_ts ___ _ 
( e = 0 ° & . e = 180 °) on the eccentric hole boundaries 
weee determined by using Tardy's compensation method. 
This was done for each eccentric hole in the disk to 
. . •. .. ·- .. , ,..,_ -- ,-·· ~.. '"'·'"" ...... -·· --... -·,·,. 
ascertain the symmetry of the loading; the fringe orders 
at corresponding points on the eccentric holes should 
have the same value. The agreement from hole to hole 
was good, the variation usually being less than 1/10 -
of one fringe. 
--·----- ---·--·---·. _,_,. --
'· 
-··- -- . . . ~ - ---- - . - ... --·· -· ·-
The mechanical properties of CR-3~ used in the 
>.~?' 
calculations were: 
.. . .. · ·" .: ·.... ~: . - . \ 
•'.i-1 Modulus of Elasticity - 250,000 psi 
Poisson's ratio - 0.42 
' ,; 











Six different-configurations were studied, each 
differing in the number of eccentric holes and in their 
·,: . 
radius. Photographs of their isochromatic f~inge patterns · 
... _ ,-- , ... ,,-:,,~.,.,.,:•.·r·, .. _._w;'.~~ ..... ~:.¢:1:'~~~~ ... ,uurta!',!!."l.:!'::~.?'J!i:.:'"~i,,_..._ •. ,_:-.:,,:· ~.i; .':'':~C!..;''!!~~'.".~";'l'","."!'c~!!'.9;o'>~~~~~~~...M?e!"l;t1°~J;.•.'!!.~~~e~~~!,:•~!'.""'"..t<:'!".•:,_,.;J'.'!".•·.!· :c:~ . ·- . ~ '.'. . : .. , .. '.' ;·.- . ·.· - ·'· '. -' •, . ;" ·.•.,·.: .. ., . ·. . ...... ~ .. -.. 
1,• ,~ 
--~---:--· .. :~:. _. ______ _ 
and of the three calibration disk fringe p·atterns are 
contained in Section v. The lens system of the ~oto-
elastic bench limited the photographs to recording 
only partial views of the loaded models. Hence, in 
figures 16, 21, 24, 26, 28, 31, 34 & 36, the outer 
boundary of the models is not included. The black 
annular region at the inner radius of the disks is 
the outline of the tapered end of the plug. 
0 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A N D C O N C L U S I O N S 
• '~'. i 
tations made on an I.B.M. 360/65 computer using a 
program given to this author by Dr. Kraus. A listing 
of the program is contained in Appendix B. In the 
formulation of the problem, either a constant radial 
stress or a constant radial displacement could be speci-
fied at the inner radius. It was felt that the condition 
of constant radial displacement better approximated the 
., 
• .. press-fit loading. Hence, this condition was specified l 
for all the configurations studied. 
---·----- ·-·-·-~-·-·-··---·---·-----------·-- --· 
By obtaining intermediate print-outs from the program, 
, the values of the sums in the series solution were 
observed to converge within ten terms. 
' . . ~ ' ·,: .. --~--···~ . ,~·_;-·":," 
An a/c ratio (inner radius/outer radius) of 0.25 
was used for all cases (see Figure 1), and in most cases 
the radius of the eccentric hold circle was the average 
of the inner and outer radii. For all calculations 
Poisson's ratio equaled 0.42, and the Modulus of ~lasti- · 
city equaled 250,000 psi. The geometries U$ed in most 
- ••-•--••·-·-····•---,•••-·~--··•--,- ... -• ..,-'"";·-,,I_.,.. •• -:-.- ' • --
of the computer solutions match those used in the 
exp~rimental phase, so a direct comparison of results 
is possible. It is to be noted that.the theoretical 
· t ... ,,JI', 
- 20 ~ 
J 
,:;· 
stresses plotted in the next section was based on a 
constant radial displacement of .001" at the inner 
radius. 
Figures 2 and 3 represent the tangential stress 
variation [ C bl; 8 > system] around an eccentric hole 
with the number of holes as a parameter. Figures 4 and 
5 represent the. tangential stress [< //,1 </> ) system] 
· along a radial line which bisects an eccentric hole. 
Figures 6, 7 & 8 indicate the radial stress at/l =~ 
as a function of ¢, • Figures 9 & 10 provide a com~,. 





at points of maximum stress ( e = 0° & e = 180°) on 
....__~-~---:-::--,------the eccentric holes •.... --Sinc:e the---radial displacement--·· ..... -. ~- . . . . . . .. 
' 
at the--plug-disk interface for the experimental case 
varies with <j:> , an "averagett radial defor~ation was 
needed to make a comparison with theoretical results. 
Measurem,ents 9f this variatic>n could not be made, and 
iacking a more suitable theory, a value obtained from 
thick-walled pressure vessel theory was used. / For an 
a/c ratio of 0.25 the radial deformation.experienced 
by the disk would be 73% of the initial radial inter-
ference, according to this theory. Actually, the. 
,-·--·· ----------·----~---·-·---------·-displacement at the inner radius would be greater for 
values of ¢ in· the immediate region of the eccentric 
hole since the hole offers a lower resistance to deforma-
tion. It is important to recognize this concept of' 
·,. 
- 21 - • 
. .· .- ·:: ·.~ 
... 
------•••••-•·H--·---·---• 0 •••• • 
'' -1~ . 
'·-· ... -. 
"average" radial deformation and the theory on which 
it is based when examining Figures 9 & 10. In Figures 
11, 12 & 13, the maximum tangential stresses along an 
:;:~,:: .. : •. , .. , .. ~,,,,. .. ,e,"«~~,;,r,,o:.~ •. ,."x'"~~;="'c•=•~~":?''':.e.c:.cen tr ..ic . hO.lf.!. .1:>.C>\lllQ.a.r:y, ar~ .. ,. Pl.9.t.t~.Q, ....... "t9f .. ,,,,~,.,.,Y~tY..!~.9 ... , ..... ,:,,,·c,s,~·,•:•"•""'"~"'~,~-~-,~r'P~><r=•-·~~-••ll'~~·~~.,~~·~~a~,~,~~·,.c<Moec•,as,~e< 
eccentric hole circle radius. 
From these curves, the following results may be noted: 
" . 
1. Increasing the number of eccentric holes while 
keeping their radius constant lowers the maximum stress 
values. This is a manifestation of the "shielding effect"· 
under which clos~ly-packed hole arrays have lower stress 
concentrations thah do less densely packed hole arrays. 
2. By increasing the eccentric hole radius, the 
-~--- ·----·--··-··-·-··-·-·--·---·-···---··-···--···-··-----·------·-······--·····- ·····-·······---·-···· -·- ·-•·"····----~·-·--··--·--·-·-··-·····-··---··--··---·-·--· ---- ·-·····~----·····------ --, ----- ·- -----·· ··- --·--· ... -----· """''""' ·······------···-·-······---·----·-···-----·-···· --- ... -
maximum stress at e = 0° decreases slightly. This 
decrease was verified experimentally. For 8 = 180°, 
the theory predicts an increase in the maximum stress, 














larger hole radius, and hence a smaller curvature, one 
. might feel that the stress should decrease at both p·oints. 
3. Figures 4 & 5 indicate a large tangential stress 
[< /t 1 'P ) system] increase near the eccentric hole. 
This is caused by the discontinuity created in the disk. 
4. A considerable variation in the radial stress 
at /l = Qj is apparent when the number of ·eccentric holes 
is small and their radius is large. Along the arc 
-·------·- - --- ---·------ -------
' ) 
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midway between two eccentric holes, the ,tress approaches ) ~ 
a value predicted by Lames equations. This seems natural 
since the holes are far removed from this region and 
•,-, _ ............ ' 
.:-,. . •. ·, .. ·_,, •.. , ,_.~ . .:. .,~·:!"'..:.~·:".·:• •. -;,•!•::t~-..~~;rd:,.~~(,.\!1"~''1'~t'-A',O,'·ltf;'lilf_•;~n'.:\:'!\,:,'.l~~":~1i't:;t°;!~';!:;·:~,::.·.t:·•·•.··•i· .,·.• 
In the region 
near an eccentric hole, the radial stress at /l = a..; 
___ :;,, -
-decreases because the hole offers a lower stiffness to 
deformation. As the number of holes increases, the 
variation in radial stress becomes smaller. 
/ 
5. Figures 11, 12 & 13 indicate that the radius 
.of the eccentric hole circle ( 6) is an important 
parameter in reducing maximum stress levels. As this 
radius is increased, the stress on the eccentric hole 
\ 
·-- -.:.-- .at_ - _e.__;:: ______ 1_ao .0 drops .... off sharpl-y, ·wh-i-le·- -at--··-·---e-=------0- 0--,-----i-t---------· 
• • ""h"• v•· "" -~o-· ~ •7•~- .;,,. ;.,.,-·-·: 
remains essentially constant. 
In general, the theory predicts a considerably 
_higher stress on an ecce1ntric -hole at -e = -,180° than · ·- · · ·-
does the experimental data. On an eccentric hole at 
e = 0 °' the agreement with the photoelastic data is 
very close. The difference between theoretical and_ 
-·experimental stresses on the eccentric hole at e = 180° 
indicates a need for ·a better theoretical model for 
predictin~ the stresses in a uniformly pe~forated disk 
.,,.., • . • •. ,'l_,; - • 
---- - . ----·---~----
-- . .,: ... 





due to a press-fit loading. 
\. . . ' -
. The computer program used in this study limited 
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radial displacement or constant radial stress. If a 
boundary condition could be imposed whereby the radial 
l. 
displacement varies with ¢-,the theory would better 
. . . 
• ;<" -: . . . .. ,·-~··., ,, .... _ .. · : __ .... ::·:·.;-_•·.·-~.~~f!~~·.-.!'' .... ~ .. !'~J'~-;:~~~~·-g:~~W\'l':-.~-~!!'->-"l;tJ;,i,.\~'""".J'":".".'"'o.!'~f-t":·~--':-'-'t·.':'''' ' ., 
A harmonic displace-
t f ti i d · w1· th · z 1r i th 1 men unc on, per o 1c ~ , w . . a mean va ue 
and amplitude to be determined, would probably prove 
to be better suited to the problem. 
---~~· --· ·-· --~-·-.: . ......_· --,---c-~. ---. -- ·.- -·· .. l ,, •••••.•• 
- ''~ .. :-: . - - .... . - ,, ~ .. 
.~-
·i · ~: .~- ,__ ,.., r.:- ·· '" : ··' - « ' 
• -,,r•,-- - • 
- . - • • ' • -• -~ - . • • • . .. . ·_ • • -.· . • . --· • • • ·, ' -, •• ·. • ·:- -·-,~- -~·,-· .. -· -::~- -·-:- • _, ·-- ~·•:• 'r 
~ .. ,_ -- ------. .-- ---- ·-·--·---- -----------------·-·--.. ~---- -
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1. Geometry of the perforated disk for the 
case of four eccentric holes. 
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b = /. 25 11 
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Figure 2. Tangential stress variation around an eccentric hole. 
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Figure 3. Tangential stress variation around an eccentric hole. 
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Tangent~al stress along a radial line which bisects an ecce~tric;hole. 
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Figure 6. Radial stress at the inner radius as a function of¢. 
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Figure 7. Radial stress at the inner radius as a function of¢ • 
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Figure a. Radial stress at the inner radius as a function:of <p. 
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Theoretical and experimental stresses on an eccentric hole at 
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Figure 10. Theoretical and experimental stresses on an eccentric hole at 
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Figure 11. Tangential stress at 8 = 0° and e= 180° on the eccentric hole 
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Figure 12. Tangential stress at e = 0° and e = 180° on the eccentric hole 
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Tangential stress at e= 0° and e= 180° on the eccentric hole 
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Figure 14. Geometry of a circular plate_ with a 
central hole and a ring of six eccentric 
holes. 
q = /120 v~ 
C 6 == 0.60 C 
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FIGURE 15. Half-order isochromatic fringe pattern for 
the material calibration disk loaded in diametral 
compression. 
Disk diameter - 2.00" 
Load ·- 172 lbs. 
Fringe order at · center of disk - 2.50 
Material fringe value (shear) - 44 psi/fringe 
• - 39 -
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FIGURE 16. Isochromatia fringe pattern for 
calibration disk #1. 
Outer radius - .2.QQA 
Inner radius - 0.50" 
Interference - .0072·" · 
Model fringe value - 163 psi/fringe 
Photo magnification factor - 1.33 
- 40 -
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FIGURE 17. Isochromatic fringe pattern for 
calibration disk #1. 
Outer radius - 2.00" 
Inner radius - 0.50" 
Interference - .0072" 
Model fr~nge value_ - _163 psi/fri~g~ 
Photo magnification factor - 1.33 
/ 
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FIGURE 18. Isochromatic fringe pattern for 











Model fringe value - 164 psi/frin_ge ~ 
Photo magnification factor - 1.33 
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FIGURE 19. Isochromatic fringe pattern for 
calibration disk #3. 
Outer radius - 2.00" 
Inner radius - 0.50" 
Interference - .0080" 
Model fringe value - 161.5 psi/fringe 
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FIGURE 21. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
.. 
Number of eccentric holes { ~ ) - 4 
Radius of eccentric holes { .6A.) - 0.25" 
Diametral interference - .0068" 
Model fringe value - 187.S psi/fringe 
- 45 .,. 
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FIGURE 22. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a per.forated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes cA} - 4 
"' Radius of eccentric holes ( .6,l ) - 0.25" 
Diametral interference - .0068" 
Model fringe value - 187.5 psi/fringe 





FIGURE 23. Isochromatic and 0° isoclinic fringe pattern 
in a perforated disk subjected to a press-fit • 
. Number of eccentric holes ( ~ ) - 4 
Radius of eccentric holes ( 6/t ) - 0.25'1 
Diametral interference - .0068" 
Model fringe value - 187.5 psi/fringe 
' C 
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FIGURE 24. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~ ) i - 6 
Radius of eccentric holes ( bA.. ) - 0.25" 
Diametral interference - .0090" 









' FIGURE 25. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~) - 6 
Radius of eccentric holes ( 6A ) - 0.25" 
Diametral interference - .0090" 






,.,, . .. 
Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~) - 8 
Radius of eccentric holes ( L>A. ) - 0.25" 
Diametral interference - .0063" 
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FIGURE 27. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to. a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~ ) - 8 
Radius of eccentric holes ( o/( ) - 0.25" 
Diametral interference - .0063 " 
Model fringe value - 186.5 psi/fringe 
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' C 
Isochromatic fringe 'pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( A ) - 4 
Radius of eccentric holes ( 6A.. ) - 0.375" 
Diametral interference - .0068" 
Model fringe value - 144 P.Si/fringe 
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FIGURE 29. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
.. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~) - 4 
Radius of eccentric holes ( 6,{ ) - 0. 3 75" 
Diametral interference - .0068" 
Model fringe value - 144 psi/fringe 
- 53 -
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FIGURE 30. Half-order isochromatic fringe pattern in 
a per£orated disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes(~)~ - 4 
Radius of eccentric holes ( 6,1. ) - 0.375" 
Diametral interference - .0068" 
' ! 
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FIGURE 31. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes C ~ ) - 6 
Radius of eccentric holes ( L>/t ) - 0.375" 
Diametral interference - .0085" 
Model fringe value - 142 psi/fringe ,,, 
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FIGURE 32. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjec_ted to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~) - 6 
.. 
Radius f eccentric holes ( 6/( ) - 0.375" 
-
Diametral interference - .0085" 
Model fringe ·value - 142 psi/fringe 
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FIGURE 33. Half-order isochromatic fringe pattern in 
a perforated disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes {ft) - 6 
Radius of eccentric holes ( b~) - 0.375" 
Diametral interference - .0085" 
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FIGURE 34. Isochromatic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. ; 
Number of eccentric holes ( -A. ) ·- 8 
Radius of eccentric holes (6A.) - 0.375" 
Di etral interference - .0073" 
Model fringe value - 186 psi/fringe 
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FIGURE 35. Isochro~atic fringe pattern in a perforated 
disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~) - 8 
Radius of eccentric holes ( .6/{_) - 0.375" 
Diametral interference - .0073" 











Half-order isochromatic fringe pattern in a 
perforated disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( A ) - 8 
Radius of eccentric holes ( c6A. ), - 0.375" 
Diametral interference - .0073" 







FIGURE 37. Half-order isochromatic fringe pattern in a 
perforated disk subjected to a press-fit. 
Number of eccentric holes ( ~) - 8 
Radius of eccentric holes ( 6'1_ ) - 0.375" 
Diametral interference - .0073" 
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'TABLE 1 
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• • -Isochro~atic fringe order values on the eccentric 
hole boundaries at e = 0° and B= 1ao 0 • 
.... 
-
No. of holes 
e= B= oo : Radius of holes 180. 0 
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' . ,. 
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' 
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so 0 -0.0032 
60° -0.0866 
70° -0.1460 
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_ Tangential stress at A· =-·cu.. ·for a circular plate 
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Tangential stress at~= c for a circular plate 
W,ith a circular hole and a ring of six eccentrically 
' 
....... ~ .. ~ 
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APPENDIX A 
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" 
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possesses the capability of determining the stress 
distributions in a large number of bodies which are 
multiply-connected, provided that the differential 
&equations have a known series solution. It was desired 
to determine if· this program, utilizing the "extended 
point-matching technique", provided results consistent 
with those obtained by Kraus•s analysis for a geometry 
.. , 
. , 
and loading amenable to solution by both methods. 
The geometry selected was that of a circular plate 
" 
with a central hole and a ring of six uniformly spaced 
eccentric holes (Figure 14). The plate was loaded in 
its plane by a constant pressure at the center hole--wlth 
no external pressure applied elsewhere. 
Results were provided in the above reference for 
the stresses on the boundaries of the plate, and Tables 
2, 3 & 4 list them in addition to those found by using 
Kraus•s analysis. Unfortunately, it is not known how 
I 
many terms were used by Hulbert in attaining his results 
since the accuracy of the solution improves as the number 
of terms is increased. However, the agreement is seen 
to be excellent at all the boundaries. 
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